Let S be a smoothly bounded region in the complex plane. Let g(z, t) denote the Green's function of S with pole at t. We show that holds for any analytic function f(z) on S U 3S. This curious inequality is obtained as a special case of a much more general result.
1. Introduction and preliminary facts. Let S denote an arbitrary compact bordered Riemann surface with boundary contours {Cy}2?*2™+X and of genus g. Let {C"}^+im_1 be a canonical homology basis for S. Let W(z, t) denote a meromorphic function whose real part is the Green's function g(z, t) with pole at t E S. The differential id W(z, t) is positive along 35 and has A = 2 g + m -1 zeros {/"} in S. We assume that the points f" are simple and they are not on {Cv}2,s_x; the other cases will require only a slight modification. For simplicity, we do not distinguish between points z E S U 35 and local parameters z. For an arbitrary integer q and for any positive continuous function p(z) on 35, we let Hqp(S) [p > 1] be the Banach space of analytic differentials f(z)(dz)q of order q on 5 with a finite norm f9s\f(z)(dz)q\"p(z)[id W(z,t)]x-qPY" < », where fiz) means the Fatou boundary value of / at z E 35. Let Kqlp(z, u)(dz)q be the reproducing kernel of //£p(5) which is characterized by the reproducing property /(«) = ^zfj(z)(dz)q Kq,,Jz, u)(dz)qp(z)[id W(z, t)]x~2q
for all f(z)(dz)q E //2*p(5) (see [5] ). Let Lqt(t(z, u)(dz)x~q denote the adjoint L-kernel of Kqtp(z, u)(dz)q. Then, L t (z, u)(dz)x~q is a meromorphic differential on 5 of order 1 -q with a simple pole at u having residue 1.
Moreover:
(1.1)
We note that Kqtp(z, u) and Lqlp(z, u) are continuous along 35. If 5 is a bounded regular region in the plane, we can define these kernels for arbitrary real values of q (cf. [5, § §2 and 6]).
Next, let KE(z, ÏÏ) and LE(z, u) denote the exact Bergman kernel and its adjoint L-kernel on 5, respectively (cf. [8, p. 117] ). LE(z, u)dz is analytic on 5 u 35 except for u, where it has a double pole + regular terms \ dz.
(1.2)
Furthermore, it satisfies the relation -KE(z, u)dz = LE(u, z) dz along 35. where the constants C are uniquely determined as in [5] . License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 2.1. Suppose that f(zi,z2)(dzx)q(dz2)x-q= 2 2 Aj^j(zx)^k(z2)(dzx)q(dz2)x-q E H.
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Thenfiz, z) can be uniquely decomposed as follows:
It is understood that the dr are constants, h(z) is analytic on 5, and ff\h'(z)\2 dx dy < oo (z = x + iy).
In addition, 00 oo ¿j 2j \^j,k\
where \\D,J\ is the inverse of ||C ||. The minimum is taken here over all analytic functions 2°1, <pj(zx)\l/j(z2) on S X S satisfying fi*> z) = 2 <Pj(z)4>j(z) on 5, (2.4)
Proof. The crucial ingredient in this proof is the observation that ||C || is positive definite (cf. equation ( On the other hand, the space ?F must coincide with the class corresponding kernel function Kqtp(z, ü)Kx_qtp-¡(z, u) when it is considered as the sum of the kernel functions ttKe(z, m) and k(z, u) (see [1, pp. 352-357] where q>j(z)(dz)q E Hq2p(S) and^(z)(dz)x~q E H2X~-%S). Furthermore, the equation
is valid. The minimum is taken here over all analytic functions SJli ^(¿JiMzŝ atisfying (2.5).
Conversely, if the jk sum in (2.6) is finite, then the exact differential f'(z)dz defined by the series (2.5) has a finite Dirichlet integral.
3. Some inequalities. As an application of the main theorem, we derive some inequalities. To start with, consider the case/(z,, z2) = (p(z1)t//(z2). This leads to Theorem 3.1. For any <p(z)(dz)q £ //£p(5) and^(z)(dz)x~q E HX~-%S), we have 
7=1
Of course, <pj(z)(dz)q E HqJ(S) and%(z)(dz)x~q E HX~-\S).
Equality holds in (3.1) if and only if <p(z)\p(z) is expressible in the form CKqlp(z, U)Kx_qlp-\(z, u) for some point u E 5 and for some constant C.
The equality statement in Theorem 3.1 will be proved in §5. We can now take q = 0, p(z) = 1, <p(z) = 1, \p(z) = /'(z). This yields Using the residue theorem, we deduce the desired result.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for any {AJk} satisfying (4.4). Hence, from the Landau theorem, we obtain the desired result.
The proof of this theorem shows that all the results of [7] are, in general, valid for the present //.
Let HD(0) denote the subspace of H formed by those functions in H which vanish along the diagonal set D. Let (/LJ(0))"L denote the orthocomplement of ///,(0) in H. As in [7] , we obtain h(z) = -w\z, t)U '(,2*,(/)W£> 0^i-^-(f. o +jxs> n) *}, (4.11) vv/iere //ie constants Xr(f) are uniquely determined using the equations
= -( M,Od!;, p=i,2, ...,a.
(4.12) 5 . Proof of the equality statement in Theorem 3.1. As an application of Theorem 4.2, we now prove the equality statement in Theorem 3.1.
If equality holds in (3.1) for <p(zx)(dzx)q\p(z2)(dz2)x~q £ //, then we have <f>(zx)(dzx)qTp(z2)(dz2)x-q E (HD(fX)y (cf. <p(zM(z2) = A^Jz,, 0^-^-(2* "7")-(5-11)
